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Survey Background
Careerforce is the Industry Training Organisation for the health, mental health, aged residential care, disability, social 
services, home and community support, youth work, cleaning and pest management industries. We pride ourselves on 
providing quality, accessible qualifications and services to support their attainment. We work with employers nationwide                 
to create and implement relevant New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) approved training programmes.

We are industry driven, seeking to meet the needs of the workforce in order to improve the health and wellbeing of New 
Zealanders. 

This research was commissioned to provide a benchmark for measuring Careerforce’s performance from an employer 
perspective on an annual basis. The aim of the research was to gather feedback that would identify Careerforce’s 
strengths and areas where improvements could be made at operational/ delivery and strategic levels. Careerforce is 
committed to improving services and programmes; and the research findings provide valuable feedback that Careerforce 
will respond to.

Survey Methodology
Research company Carte Blanche were commissioned by Careerforce to conduct the research, with the clear intention 
that this research will be longitudinal in nature, allowing Careerforce to track progress in identified priority action areas. 
This online survey was carried out over December 2017, with 242 employers completing the survey, with a confidence 
interval +/- 5.8% at the 95% confidence level.

Key Findings
• Overall, results for Careerforce services were positive with workplace advisors, assessor support, assessor training 

and client services/reception showing the strongest satisfaction results. 

• For technology services we provide: iPortal, our reports and the website received positive results with 35-45% of 
respondents ‘very satisfied.’ 

• The survey highlighted communications and engagement as an area where there is room for improvement.

• For Careerforce programmes, there was a strong employer sentiment that they feel they actively support their 
trainees, and enable them to achieve.

• In terms of starting and completing training, ‘time’ is the most significant barrier followed by ‘self-confidence.’ There 
were suggestions around the need for improvements to enrolment/registration processes, online training with video 
content, and suggested improvements to materials and assessment processes that might improve completion rates. 



The mean satisfaction with Careerforce was 72%, with 
the largest proportion of respondents (25%) at 80% 
satisfaction or higher. Fewer than 10% were dissatisfied.
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Relevance of Programmes

Do Careerforce programmes meet the organisation’s 
workforce development needs (n=256)
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Nearly three quarters of respondents (74%) believe 
that Careerforce programmes meet their needs, and                       
a further 8% believe they exceed expectations.



Over three quarters of 
respondents (78%) believe 

that assessments match their 
workplace requirements.

Do programme assessments match workplace             
requirements (n=253)
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Nearly one-in-three 
respondents did not 
expect any major changes 
over the next 12 months.

What are the most significant changes facing your organisation in 
terms of training needs over the next 12 months
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Careerforce
Actions and Commitments

Issues Actions

Improve the usability of 
the online MyPath training 
platform.

A MyPath 2 project is underway that will 
improve the functionality and usability of 
MyPath.

Variability in the means and 
frequency of Careerforce 
contact.

Commitment from Careerforce that all 
workplaces will be contacted (face to 
face, or phone) every 12 weeks.

A feeling that Careerforce 
does not seek, or is 
indifferent to feedback.

Careerforce has rolled out the feedback 
process to all trainees using MyPath. 
Our next commitment is that resulting 
actions are to be communicated back.

Assessment questions 
sometimes difficult to 
interpret or understand              
for trainees.

Educating our developers to better 
understand the target audiences.

As with any research, it will only ever be as good as the extent to which it is actionable,              
and actioned.

The most significant improvement opportunities for Careerforce are related to communication, 
both internally and externally, including improving systems and process surrounding 
communication and maintaining contact with employers. 

There is a desire for network, group and seminar sessions as well as regular face to face 
contact with Careerforce representatives. Respondents commented that increased support for 
organisations and their trainees would have a positive impact on completion rates.

The key actions that Careerforce has committed to, either as a result of these survey findings, 
or with the findings reaffirming existing initiatives:



Issues Actions

Lack of online enrolment. Careerforce is undertaking a major IT project in order to roll out online 
enrolment.

Confusion around invoice presentation. Commitment from Careerforce to understand the most common points of 
confusion and consider what improvements can be made.

Information exists in silos, sometimes resulting in 
mixed messaging from across Careerforce.

Careerforce to review the internal communications process in order to 
share accurate and up-to-date information.

There are not enough learning modules online. MyPath module rollout:
Dec 2017: 113 modules
June 2018: 148 modules
Dec 2018: 184 modules (projected)



The Good Stuff
“We have a great 
relationship with 
Careerforce and I 
am looking forward 
to it continuing for 
years to come.”

“The support from 
customer services 
is outstanding, their 
responses are quick, 
informative and helpful.” 

“Overall, the experience 
with Careerforce has been 
positive. Any issues that 
are identified are resolved 
as quickly as possible.” 

“The staff are 
enjoying the 
education 
and training 
Careerforce offers.”

“I have found Careerforce 
extremely helpful 
particularly Client 
services and my Work 
Place Adviser. “

“I feel we have a great 
relationship and staff are 
doing great as assessors 
or achieving new levels.”

“I have always received excellent service when 
interacting with anyone that I deal with at Careerforce. 
They have always been bright and pleasant and always 
have answered my queries or requests. I think the Career 
Force staff that I have dealt with are really brilliant.” 

“We are very happy with 
the Careerforce Education 
Pathways offered. It 
works very well here, and 
is well-embedded in our 
orientation and onwards.” 

“From day one CF have been 
willing to assist and guide 
us. They are attentive and 
accommodating and over all 
a pleasure to work with.”



“More effective communication 
internally within Careerforce …
as messages can be confused 
and qualifications which are 
portrayed as being ready are not 
actually complete, or the process 
has not been thought through.” 

The Not So Good Stuff

“Careerforce processes 
are often complex and not 
clear for users. Clarity and 
ease of use of the website 
from the user perspective  
is important.” 

“Multiple people are dealing 
with staff and they don’t 
seem to know what each 
other are doing.” 

“Improved communication 
and delivering on agreed 
actions in a timely manner.”

“I don’t find them easy or in 
any way friendly to deal with. 
More contact especially on 
any changes.”

“I feel like I waste a lot of time 
sending the same information 
to different people.”



“

The ‘Could be Good’ Stuff

“Clearer invoices 
so I know what the 
invoice relates to.” 

“Training sessions 
with Mypath would be 
advantageous.”

“Online training 
agreements would 
be great.”

“Better 
communication.”

“Talk to the trainees, 
ask them the questions 
about what they believe 
is good, bad, helpful.” 

“Access to Youtube 
training videos.”

“Move learning 
online with 
assessments.”

“Provide accurate 
reports, more clarity 
around admin issues.”

“More support 
in workforce 
development 
planning.”

“Provide support 
for increasing 
literacy and 
numeracy.”

“Speed up 
processing times 
around enrolments 
and recognising 
credits.” 

“Use more plain 
English and more 
training for things 
like MyPath.”

l



If you have any questions or 
comments about this survey, 
please get in touch at:
Phone: 0800 277 486
Email: info@careerforce.org.nz
Web: careerforce.org.nz


